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About this book
This book deals with employment relations in Great Britain. It has been written to make it suit-
able for students and lecturers of employment relations, personnel management and human
resource management, and in particular, for students with no prior exposure to this subject.
However, it also gives access to some of the more advanced knowledge in the area, which makes
it of use to those who wish to commence studying the subject at a higher level. More specifi-
cally, the book is directed at final year undergraduate and postgraduate students taking these
subjects as part of a first degree, diploma or masters degree. The book has also been written for
use on programmes that are recognised as meeting the professional standards for employee
relations as set out by the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD). An essen-
tial part of these professional standards is for students to acquire a range of skills and compe-
tences in the area, and there are several components of the book that facilitate this. These are:

■ integration chapters, which explain the connections between processes and themes

■ dedicated skills-based chapters, such as Chapter 6, which covers discipline and grievance
handling skills, and Chapter 10, which covers negotiating skills

■ pause for reflection exercises

■ case studies

■ margin notes

■ review and discussion questions.

In addition, an online learning centre accompanies the book (www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/
textbooks/rollinson), containing extra resources for both lecturers and students. These include
additional teaching materials, assignments and skills exercises. The way that the book provides
coverage of CIPD’s professional standards is summarised in Table M1.

Not so very long ago this book would have used the expression ‘Industrial Relations’, rather
than ‘Employment Relations’ in its title. Indeed, as you will see when you read Chapter 1 of the
book, industrial relations is a subject area from which employment relations traces its origins.
However, without going into matters in great detail at this stage, industrial relations and
employment relations have analytical and conceptual differences in terms of their underlying
philosophies and assumptions. Industrial relations is almost exclusively focused on the ways
that rules and regulations in employment are made and modified, often by placing heavy
emphasis on the role of collective bargaining as a central process in managing workplace con-
flict. This means that industrial relations has a strong tendency to restrict itself to considering
only large, unionised settings, and there are very few industrial relations texts that consider
small firms or the non-union setting. While employment relations also addresses the nature of
conflict in employment, it is much more eclectic in its approach. For example, it considers
informal as well as formal workplace relations; it embraces the social, economic and psychologi-
cal dynamics of workplace relations, and includes processes and outcomes in both small and
large, union and non-union organisations. It also recognises that as well as having opposing

Preface

x
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PREFACE xi

interests, the parties usually have interests in common; otherwise they would have no incentive
for the relationship to continue. Employment relations also has an abiding interest in many of
the changes that have occurred in the past two decades, some of which have had a strong influ-
ence on the ways that employment relationships are made and modified. For example, the glob-
alisation of trade has resulted in a more unstable and volatile environment in which firms have
to operate, which in turn means that firms themselves have to change more frequently. There
has also been a vast increase in the amount of legislation affecting employment, which gives an
additional reason for firms to make internal adjustments. Moreover, the structure of industry
itself has changed in significant ways, as has the nature and composition of the labour market in
Great Britain. Perhaps most important of all, working people could well have different aspira-
tions in terms of the rewards and obligations they expect from paid employment. Therefore,
employment relations also gives consideration to implicit and informal contracts – for example,
to the psychological contract and whether this is satisfied for employees, or alternatively vio-
lated in some way because of changes in contextual factors or employer actions. It is for these
reasons that the term ‘employment relations’ has eclipsed ‘industrial relations’. Indeed, the title
of the well-respected Workplace Industrial Relations Survey, now in its fourth cycle, has been
changed to Workplace Employment Relations Survey. The study of employment relations
therefore requires that we acknowledge the complex and dynamic nature of the relationship
between employers and employees. It also requires that we recognise that there are both formal
and informal aspects of the relationship, and that, as well as having tangible physical and eco-
nomic dimensions, the relationship also has psychological and social dimensions, which are
equally important in small and large firms, and in unionised and non-unionised settings.

Table M1 CIPD professional standards for employee relations
Source: adapted from: CIPD Professional Standards for Employee Relations, www.cipd.co.uk (April 2006).

Employee relations The parties in Employee Outcomes Employee 

management employee relations relations 

in context relations processes skills

UUnnddeerrssttaannddiinngg  eemmppllooyymmeenntt  rreellaattiioonnss

(1.1) Chapters 1 and 2 (2.1) Chapter 3 (3.1) Chapter 8 (4.1) Chapters 6–12 (5.1) Chapter 10

(1.2) Chapter 2 (2.2) Chapters 4 (3.2) Chapter 5 (4.2) Integrations 2, (5.2) Chapter 9

(4.2) and 8 (4.2) 3 and 4

(1.3) Chapters 2 and 5 (2.3) Chapter 5 (3.3) Chapter 3 (5.3) Chapter 6

(1.4) Chapter 5 and (3.4) Chapter 9 (5.4) Chapter 6

(4.2) Integration 1 (3.5) Chapter 11 (5.5) Chapter 7

(1.5) Chapter 5 (3.6) Chapter 5 (5.6) Chapters 8

(4.2) and 10

Note

Numbers in parentheses and italics refer to the CIPD indicative content topics.
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Using the book

The structure of the book
The above diagram, which indicates the contents of the book, has two main uses. As can be
seen, while the book is divided into four main parts, it is important to note that straddling the
boundaries of each part there are a pair of double-headed arrows. These reflect the idea that the
issues or topics covered in different chapters are all interconnected in some way. Thus the first
use for the diagram is to emphasise that the reality of employment relations is often highly
complex and varied.

The second use for the diagram, which is somewhat simpler, is as a navigational aid to help
the reader steer him or herself through the book. For this reason it will reappear in a slightly
modified form in the short introductions that precede the four parts into which the book is
divided. Each of these parts deals with topics that are focused on a particular facet of employ-
ment relations, and are briefly described in what follows.

PART 1 INTRODUCING
EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

Chapter 1: The subject of
employment relations

Chapter 2: The changing contexts
of employment relations

in Great Britain
Integration 1: Comparing

employment
relations systems

PART 2 THE PARTIES
IN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS
Chapter 3: Employers, managers

and management styles

Integration 2: Integrating parties
and contexts in employment relations

Integration 3: Integrating the effects
of interpersonal processes

Integration 4: Integrating the effects
of organisational processes

PART 3 INTERPERSONAL PROCESSES
IN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

PART 4  ORGANISATIONAL PROCESSES
IN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

Chapter 8: Employee voice

Chapter 9:
Collective

bargaining
and pay

determination

Chapter 6:
Discipline
and
grievance

Chapter 4:
Trade unions
and other
collective
associations
of employees

Chapter 5:
The role of
the State in
employment
relations

Chapter 7:
Dismissal and
redundancy

Chapter 12:
Control in
employment
relations

Chapter 11:
Conflict and
protest in
employment
relations

Chapter 10:
Negotiation

PREFACExii

Figure M1(a) A conceptual map for the book
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PREFACE xiii

Part 1 Introducing employment relations
This section contains two chapters that are introductory in nature. The first gives a general
introduction to the subject of employment relations, and this is based on the assumption that
the reader has no prior exposure to the subject. The second chapter deals with effects of the
surrounding environment on employment relations, and explains how the changes in the
surrounding contexts have influenced the nature of British employment relations. These two
chapters are followed by the first of the four integrative chapters in the book. This extends the
discussion given in Chapter 2, by demonstrating how the characteristics of employment rela-
tions in three additional countries reflect the influence of certain inbuilt features, such as
national cultures, laws and economic conditions.

Part 2 The parties in employment relations
This section contains three chapters, each of which is focused on one of the main parties in
employment relations. These are: employers and managers and management styles (Chapter 3);
trade unions and employee associations (Chapter 4); and the State (Chapter 5). At its end, the
section has a short integrative chapter (Integration 2), which traces some of the ways in which
the actions of these parties are interconnected and influenced by wider environmental factors. It
also shows that the behaviour of any two of these parties can have an impact on the behaviour
of the third.

Part 3 Interpersonal processes in employment relations
The two chapters in this section both deal with what could most conveniently be described as
interpersonal process. These are: discipline and grievance (Chapter 6); and dismissal and
redundancy (Chapter 7). They are followed by an integrative chapter (Integration 3) that traces
links between the ways in which the conduct of these processes can affect the employment rela-
tions climate in a firm. It also draws attention to the idea that the way in which any of these
processes is conducted is strongly connected to other processes and outcomes in employment
relations.

Part 4 Organisational processes in employment relations
The chapters in this section deal with five important organisational level processes: employee
voice (Chapter 8); collective bargaining and pay determination (Chapter 9); negotiation
(Chapter 10); conflict and protest behaviour (Chapter 11); and control in employment relations
(Chapter 12). These are followed by the fourth integrative chapter (Integration 4), which
explains how the processes are interconnected; how conduct of these processes can have an
impact on the employment relations climate of an organisation; and also how the ways in which
they are conducted can impact on other processes and outcomes.

How to use the book
General
There is considerable variation between lecturers in terms of what they consider to be the neces-
sary minimum coverage for a particular topic. They also differ in terms of the amount of time
they have available for instruction. However, in the interests of providing a text that can be used
by the widest possible number of lecturers, this book has purposely been made comprehensive
in terms of the number of theories and concepts covered in each chapter. Indeed, some chapters
will contain far more information than a lecturer wishes to use. For this reason chapters have
been written in a way that allows (if necessary) some of the material to be omitted. Therefore,
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lecturers should not hesitate to be selective about the concepts and theories they use from each
chapter.

For the most part chapters in the book deal with separate topics, and each one has a clear set
of learning outcomes that can be met by covering its contents. Therefore, providing the general
structure of the book is followed, it is not vital to use the chapters in the order in which they
appear. The material reflects teaching styles that have now become more common in higher
education in Great Britain. It is also cognisant of the professional standards required by CIPD,
which place an emphasis on learning and applying knowledge to real-world situations. Both of
these mean that there is now less emphasis on formal, in-class instruction, and students are
required to take increased responsibility for aspects of their own learning outside the classroom.
For this reason periods of instruction often have a stronger focus on checking that learning has
taken place, and applying the skills and concepts through exercises and/or case studies. To facil-
itate this, the book has been written as a complete vehicle of instruction in its own right, rather
than just background reading. Each chapter contains a full explanation of the concepts and the-
ories it contains, together with associated exercises and/or case studies that can be used to apply
the material. There are two main reasons for doing this. First, to produce a text in which stu-
dents and instructors have confidence. Second, the aim has been to eliminate the need for an
additional workbook to support the text. This latter point reflects the difficulty of persuading stu-
dents to buy any book, let alone an additional one, at a time when their income has been pro-
gressively reduced by cutbacks in funding.

Activities featured in the text
A set of Learning Outcomes is given at the start of each chapter, and these tell the reader what
he or she should be able to understand or accomplish, after covering the chapter’s contents. To
some extent, these can also be used by students to measure their own progress.

A small number of Pause for Reflection exercises are included in each chapter. These are
very short exercises that confront the reader with questions that encourage the application of
concepts and theories covered in the text, but in a way that prompts the person to draw on his
or her own learning and experiences. While these are primarily designed to be an aid to learn-
ing, which allows students to complete exercises outside the classroom, they can, if required, be
used for classroom discussion. The text also provides Margin Notes, which define new concepts
as they are introduced, and these are also brought together at the end of the book in a Glossary.

From Chapter 3 onwards each chapter contains a number of short Case Studies, which give
students the opportunity to apply a single concept or theory. In addition, the online learning
centre contains supplementary cases, which bring together several concepts or theories. Most
cases are drawn from real-life situations, some from the authors’ own experiences of encounter-
ing these conditions within an organisational context, when collecting research data. Others
were reported to the authors by students or colleagues and were subsequently written up into
cases. Although primarily intended for in-class use, the longer cases can also be used as material
around which assignments or examination questions can be based.

Exhibit boxes will also be found in most chapters. These are not case studies in the accepted
meaning of the expression, although they can be used to illustrate a point or to stimulate dis-
cussion in applying skills and knowledge. They are real-world examples of the application of
concepts or theories covered in the text, and sometimes they supplement a point already made
in the chapter. Their main use is to emphasise the idea that theories and concepts in employ-
ment relations are not abstract pieces of knowledge constructed for the amusement of academ-
ics, but things that find real-world applications in organisations.

PREFACExiv
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PREFACE xv

Summary Points will also be found at the end of each major section of a chapter. Each one
consists of a list of bulleted points that re-emphasise concepts, theories, ideas and themes con-
tained in the section.

At the end of each chapter there is a block of Review and Discussion Questions. These can
be used for a final review of its contents, or to re-emphasise its major points. They can also be
used for separate tutorials, or as a check on learning. Finally, for those who may wish to delve
deeper into a particular topic or issue, each chapter also contains a short list of Further Reading
at its end.
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Guided tour

Introduction
This chapter has two main purposes: first, to introduce the
field of study and, second, to outline the origins of the sub
ment relations’ is relatively new and is often used in an 
explaining some of the difficulties associated with definin
this is followed by a definition of how the term is used in th

LEARNING OUTCOMES

After studying this chapter you should be able to:

define employment relations

explain some of the difficulties in conceptualising em

describe the three generic approaches that have trad
essential nature of employment relationships

explain the origins of these approaches

state the associated strengths and weaknesses of each 

Learning outcomes
Each chapter opens with a set of learning
outcomes, summarising what students should
learn from each chapter.

trade union or associat
strong or weak. The ter
denote the general chara
agent of the owners of th
agers view their roles can
cratic or paternalistic, wh
to manage employees. 
used to describe a part
within an organisation a
affects the way that pe

and react to the surrounding organisation (Rollins
climate is really made up of a series of sub-climates th
managers perceive each other, express their needs and 

relations issues. Climate
relationship is highly fo
antagonistic, and can be 
that organisational cultu
Climates and cultures b
people, and both are a r

However, culture provides people with a code of con
expected (i.e. whether certain behaviours are right or w
tends to be more deeply ingrained than climate, whic
reflection of whether current organisational conditions
values that people hold.

All these factors within firms are, in turn, affected b
texts, which are explained next.

employers and managers
The roles and techniques used to
manage employees in a firm.

employment relations climate
A particular ethos or atmosphere
that exists within an organisation at a
given point in time, which is
reflected in the way its members
perceive, experience and react to the
organisational context.

organisational culture
A system of shared beliefs and deep-
seated values, which are a
prescription for the ways in which
people behave.

Margin notes
Key terms are highlighted throughout the chapter
and definitions provided in the margin so they can
be found quickly and easily.

maximum level of profits f
readily available means of doing this is to simplify and de-s
the efficiency of labour and lowers its unit costs, but also m
able. Clearly, employees can be well aware of the potential r
the employer seeks to do, and for this reason they have
employer’s designs, all of which gives a considerable potentia

Another problem with industrial relations is that while
cooperation exist side-by-side in virtually all organisations
pride of place. Thus, it runs the risk of focusing primarily o
and conflict resolution, while regarding other matters in th
of secondary importance. It is perhaps for this reason that 
to have been eclipsed by the expression ‘employment relati
wide variety of relationships are possible, some of which a
others. In this vein, Edwards (1995) comments that it is on
ledged that there is considerably more to the subject th
redefining the relationship between employer and employee

Compare and contrast the implications of studying employm
hold either a unitarist, pluralist or radical frame of reference
employees and employer would you hope to see in a firm? W
and employee behaviour would be most likely to attract your 

Pause for reflection

“
the ways in which employees are rewarded, motivat

together with the influence on these processes of the 

Pause for reflection boxes
Throughout the book these quick activities ask
students to consider their own ideas on the
topics presented.

management some capability to influence the behaviour of em
such as job rotation or enlargement can be used to remove so
ing a single repetitive task. Similarly, jobs can be enriched 
schemes to give a measure of autonomy and satisfaction.

l h h i i h b f l l i i i

An example of an experiment in the use of job enrichment te
behaviour took place several years ago in a large manufacturing 
tives, who, although having a high degree of job satisfaction, we
the way they operated. The company was carrying out a number
time, and despite the company’s products being fully competitiv
over those for previous years, so the representatives were seen as
work conditions. The changes were generated by managers above
resentatives, and were introduced gradually.

In the changed situation sales representatives were allowed t
at their own discretion, instead of writing a report on every custo
to determine calling frequencies, how to deal with defective or 
the technical service department, and if they were satisfied it wo
position, to settle customer complaints by payments of up to £10
cent discretion on the prices of most of the products sold.

As a matter of deliberate policy, and to avoid any artificial ef
were under observation, representatives whose jobs were enrich
were part of an experiment. For comparison a control group
changes and also kept in ignorance of its role in the experiment w

What do you feel would be the likely results of these changes?

Case study 3.2: motivation and job design a

Case studies
There are a number of case studies throughout
the text which place concepts into a real-life
context and increase students’ understanding.

xviii
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controversial is the fact that the sole author of the rules is invar
prospective employee is hardly likely to be shown or made a

The statement should cover the following:

1 The identities of the employer and employee.

2 Date of commencement of employment, and whether any previou
as continuous.

3 The job title, nature of work (but not necessarily a full job descript
with an indication of whether there could be a requirement to work

4 The rate of remuneration (including overtime rates) or methods by 

5 Whether paid weekly, monthly, or at some other interval.

6 Hours of work and normal working hours.

7 Holidays, rights to holidays, and pay on termination.

8 Provision for sickness and injury and entitlements to pay.

9 Pensions rights.

10 Entitlement to receive notice of termination of employment and ob

11 Disciplinary rules that apply.

12 The person to whom application can be made of a dissatisfaction
raise any other grievance.

13 The procedure to be followed on any such application.

14 Whether a contracting-out certificate is in force under Social Securi

15 If the contract is for a fixed period, the date of its expiry.

16 Any terms of collective agreements that affect work conditions.

The intention of legislation is that the document should reduce the sc
it is not in itself a contract, nor is it conclusive proof of all of its terms 
ment of what the employer believed the major terms to be at the time 
required that the document spell out in explicit detail all the informatio
to other documents which contain the details, and to which access can 

Exhibit 1.1 Written particulars of terms and conditions of employm

Exhibit boxes
These real world examples illustrate points and
stimulate discussion of main topics.

An overview and integration of the thr
As noted earlier, none of the three perspectives given above 
are all different frames of reference that can be used to view
reason, they should not be regarded as competing viewpoints
For ease of comparison in what follows, their major featu
where, because it is now an important conceptualisation in its
column.

An obvious conclusion that can be drawn from this comp
picture of the complexity of the employment relationship is d
these perspectives, and this can be illustrated by considering 

Summary points
■ The social exchange perspective argues that the emp

than a simple economic or legal exchange.

■ Five shared features of the social exchange situation ca
employment relationships. These are: the exchange of
evaluations of fairness; unvoiced expectations and ob
unequal power of the parties.

■ These features are largely responsible for the prevalen
continually surface in the employment relationship.

■ A recent expression of social exchange as applied to th
the psychological contract.

Summary point boxes
These briefly review and reinforce the main topics
students have just covered to ensure they have
acquired a solid understanding of the key concepts.

Although the first three types shown at the top of Table 4.1 a
there are a number of shortcomings. First, because there are a
entry to salaried and clerical employees, for completeness Wh
be added. However, the biggest problem is that the techno
these union categories were once based have changed out of all 
the original craft unions now represent unskilled and semi-s
unions have their own white-collar or clerical membership sec
of union mergers over the last two decades. Thus, it would be

d i i G B i i h l h d h i i

Table 4.1 Typologies of trade unions

Union type Definition

Craft unions A trade union that limits membership to wor

skills (usually acquired by apprenticeship).

Industrial unions A trade union organised on the basis of repre

(unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled) in a partic

General unions A trade union representing any employee of 

White-collar unions A trade union which caters exclusively for no

Open unions A trade union with few restrictions or qualific

to general unions above)

Closed unions A trade union in which recruitment is limited

occupations or industries

Figures and tables
Each chapter provides a number of figures
and tables to illustrate and summarise ideas.

Review and discussion que
1 Describe each of the four environment

2 In your own words briefly explain wh
different employment relations proces

3 In what way does European social poli

4 Briefly describe how the changing co
relations processes and outcomes.

5 Explain key differences between nume

6 Given that flexibility is something of
might there be for employees with flex

7 What is meant by blurred organisation
for employment relations processes an

8 How does the current political and leg
of 10 or 15 years ago?

9 Briefly define the terms ‘union substitu

10 Explain how technology has changed 
tion.

Review and discussion questions
These end-of-chapter questions encourage students to review
and apply the knowledge they have acquired from that chapter.

Further reading
This annotated list acts as a useful resource
for students who wish to increase their
knowledge of a particular topic.

t o .

Further reading
Baldry, C. (2003) ‘Employment relations in the 

Relations, Law and Practice, 4th edn, B. Tow
changes in technology over the last decade, e
many organisations have impacted on employm

Bryson, A. and R. Gomez (2005) ‘Why Have Wo
Membership in Britain’, British Journal of Indu
ant article that explains the rise and extent of 
been union members, using data from the Brit

Dundon, T. and A. Wilkinson (2003) ‘Employ
Employment Relations, Law and Practice, 4th e
chapter devoted specifically to employment r
prises in Britain.

Ewing, K. (2003) ‘Industrial relations and the law
trial Relations in Transition, P. Ackers and 
thoughtful essay that examines the impact of th
tions, and in particular the implications for vol

Forth, J., H. Bewley and A. Bryson (2006) Smal
2004 Workplace Employment Relations Surve
Routledge. Similar to the ‘first findings’ boo
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Online Learning Centre (OLC)
After completing each chapter, log on to the supporting Online Learning Centre website. Take
advantage of the study tools offered to reinforce the material you have read in the text, and to
develop your knowledge in a fun and effective way. These resources are designed to make your
learning easier and to act as a useful revision tool for exams and tests – we hope you find them
useful!

Technology to enhance learning and teaching

Visit www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/textbooks/rollinson today

Lecturers: customise content for your courses using the 
McGraw-Hill Primis Content Centre
Now it’s incredibly easy to create a flexible,
customised solution for your course, using
content from both US and European
McGraw-Hill Education textbooks, content
from our Professional list including Harvard
Business Press titles, as well as a selection of
over 9000 cases from Harvard, Insead and
Darden. In addition, we can incorporate
your own material and course notes.

For more information, please contact your
local rep, who will discuss the right delivery
options for your custom publication –
including printed readers, e-Books and 
CD-Roms. To see what McGraw-Hill
content you can choose from, visit www.primisonline.com.

Resources for students include:

■ Chapter outlines

■ Hints for completing exercises and using
case studies

■ Additional case studies

■ Multiple choice questions and answers

Also available for lecturers:

■ Chapter outlines 

■ Assessment materials

■ Case studies

■ PowerPoint slides

■ Additional questions

■ Teaching notes

xx

Details of this online content are correct at the time of going to press and may be subject to change.
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Study skills
Open University Press publishes guides to study, research and exam skills to help
undergraduate and postgraduate students through their university studies.

Visit www.openup.co.uk/sg/ to see the full selection of study skills titles, and get a £2 discount
by entering the promotional code study when buying online!

Computing skills
If you’d like to brush up on your computing skills, we have a range of titles covering MS Office
applications such as Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access and more.

Get a £2 discount on these titles by entering the promotional code app when ordering online at
www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/app.
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